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EDITORS LETTER
Despite the slight downturn,
the institutional adoption
of Bitcoin continues to
increase. Filings with the
United States Securities
and Exchange Commission
show that four wealth
management firms have
bought shares in Grayscale’s
Bitcoin Investment Trust.
A survey of about 42,000
people in 27 countries
by product comparison
website Finder showed a
high adoption rate in Asia.
Among the countries polled,
Vietnam had the highest
adoption rate at 41%, while
India and Indonesia had a
30% adoption rate.

The crypto markets will take a huge regulatory
leap on Tuesday when the first Bitcoin-linked
exchange-traded fund by ProShares, which tracks
Bitcoin futures, will start trading on the NYSE
under the ticker BITO.
Bitcoin soared above the £42,653.53 resistance
on October 15, clearing the path for a retest of
the all-time high at £47,240.05.
The rising 20-day exponential moving average
(EMA) and the relative strength index (RSI) in the
overbought zone indicate that bulls are in the
driver’s seat.
If buyers push the price above £47,240.05, the
BTC/GBP pair could start its northward journey
toward the 1.618% Fibonacci extension level at
£56,174.25.
Conversely, if the price turns down from
£47,240.05, the first support to watch on the
downside is £42,653.53. If bulls defend this level
successfully, the pair may consolidate between
the two levels for a few days.
A consolidation near the all-time high is a positive
sign as it shows that traders are not rushing to
the exit. That could increase the prospects of the
continuation of the uptrend.
The first sign of weakness will be a break and
close below the 20-day EMA. Such a move will
suggest that supply exceeds demand and the
sentiment could be turning negative. A break and
close below the 20-day EMA could pull the price
down to £38,257.06.
Lastly please check out the advancement’s
happening in the cryptocurrency world.
Enjoy the issue!

Karnav Shah
Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief
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After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around
the globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and
ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert
technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to
our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so
our readers can keep up to speed with the current
developments in the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to
trade active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but
we also take a look at ICOs to help you find those
golden projects with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources
to keep on top of the markets, we deliver everything
directly to your inbox each and every week.
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, welcome to this week’s 204th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global
crypto market cap is $2.51 Trillion, up $210 billion since the last week. The total crypto
market trading volume over the last 24 hours has increased by 13.19% to $99.80 Billion.
The DeFi volume is $10.54 Billion, 10.56% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading
volume. The volume of all stable coins is $78.96 Billion, 79.12% of the total crypto market’s
24-hour trading volume.
Bitcoin’s price has increased 10.47% from $56,760
last week to around $62,700 and Ether’s price has
increased 9.89% from $3,490 last week to $3,835.
Bitcoin's market cap is $1.18 Trillion and the altcoin
market cap is $1.33 Trillion.

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

47.08%

The crypto markets will take a huge regulatory leap on
Tuesday when the first Bitcoin-linked exchange-traded
fund by ProShares, which tracks Bitcoin futures, will
start trading on the NYSE under the ticker BITO.

Ethereum

18.02%

Binance Coin

3.30%

While some market participants believe the Bitcoin
ETF could be the trigger that could take Bitcoin to a
new all-time high, others believe that the event could
mark a short-term top, as was the case following the
launch of CME Bitcoin futures in 2017 and the Coinbase
listing earlier this year.

Cardano

2.82%

Tether

2.75%

XRP

2.05%

CNBC’s Jim Cramer is in the camp which believes
that a correction could be possible following the
launch of the Bitcoin ETF, hence he sold one-eighth
of his holdings in Ether. “Cryptocurrencies, they’ve
become unstoppable, and even as someone who likes
them, I think they’ve become the definition of rank
speculation,” Cramer said.

Solana

1.90%

Polkadot

1.44%

Dogecoin

1.64%

USD Coin

1.33%

Others

18.33%

On the other hand, Fundstrat Global Advisors
co-founder Tom Lee believes that “Bitcoin demand
will exceed the inflows for QQQ.” The analysts at
Fundstrat anticipate Bitcoin to surge to $168,000 if
ProShares attracts strong inflows from investors.
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CRYPTO TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

Bitcoin soared above the £42,653.53 resistance on October 15, clearing the path for a
retest of the all-time high at £47,240.05.
The rising 20-day exponential moving average (EMA) and the relative strength index
(RSI) in the overbought zone indicate that
bulls are in the driver’s seat.
If buyers push the price above £47,240.05,
the BTC/GBP pair could start its northward
journey toward the 1.618% Fibonacci extension level at £56,174.25.
Conversely, if the price turns down from
£47,240.05, the first support to watch on
the downside is £42,653.53. If bulls defend
this level successfully, the pair may consolidate between the two levels for a few days.
A consolidation near the all-time high is a

Cryptonaire Weekly | October 19th 2021

positive sign as it shows that traders are
not rushing to the exit. That could increase
the prospects of the continuation of the
uptrend.
The first sign of weakness will be a break
and close below the 20-day EMA. Such
a move will suggest that supply exceeds
demand and the sentiment could be turning negative. A break and close below the
20-day EMA could pull the price down to
£38,257.06.
We are not confident that the price will sustain after making a new all-time high, hence
we are not proposing any trades.
Previous Analysis...
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

Ether broke above the neckline on October
14, completing a bullish inverse head and
shoulders pattern.
However, as we had projected in our previous analysis, the bears aggressively defended the overhead resistance at £2,905.65
and have pulled the price back to the neckline.

to the pattern target of £3,350.
Alternatively, if the price turns down from
the current level or the overhead resistance
and plummets below the moving averages,
it will suggest the start of a deeper correction to £2,312 and later to £2,000.
Previous Analysis...

A minor positive is that bulls have held the
neckline on a closing basis. The rising moving averages and the RSI above 61, suggest
that bulls have the upper hand.
If bulls drive the price above £2,905.65, the
ETH/GBP pair could retest the all-time high
at £3,098.17. A break and close above this
resistance could open the doors for a rally
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

The bulls bought the dip to the 20-day EMA
on October 13 but they could not push the
price above the overhead resistance at
£0.8924. This suggests that demand dries
up at higher levels.

This equilibrium could tilt in favour of the
bears if the price slides below £0.7310. The
pair could then drop to £0.6334. Conversely,
a break above £0.8924 could open the
doors for a rise to £1.0156.

The price turned down from £0.8468 on
October 16 and bears pulled the price back
below the moving averages on October 17.

Contrary to this assumption, if the price
rebounds off the current level, the bulls will
attempt to push the price above £0.8924
and start a rally toward the stiff overhead
resistance zone at £1.0156

A minor positive is that the bulls aggressively bought the dip as seen from the long
tail on the day’s candlestick.

Previous Analysis...

Both moving averages are flat and the RSI
is near the midpoint, indicating a balance
between supply and demand.

Cryptonaire Weekly | October 19th 2021
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Cardano has been struggling to rise above
the 20-day EMA for the past few days,
which suggests that traders are selling on
rallies to this level.
The 20-day EMA is sloping down marginally
and the RSI is in the negative zone, indicating
an advantage to bears.
If sellers pull the price below £1.49, the ADA/
GBP pair could drop to the £1.40 to £1.33
support zone.

from the current level and breaks above the
20-day EMA, it will suggest that the selling
pressure could be reducing. The bulls will
then attempt to propel the price above the
overhead resistance at £1.75137.
If they manage to do that, the pair could
rally to £2 but if the price turns down from
£1.75137, a few more days of range-bound
action is possible.
Previous Analysis...

Contrary to this assumption, if the price rises

Cryptonaire Weekly | October 19th 2021
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

We had mentioned in the previous analysis
that Binance Coin could start a deeper
correction if bears sink the price below the
£292 to £284 support zone but the bulls
were in no mood to relent.

£377 increases. If that happens, the pair
could rally to £400 and then to £438.
On the other hand, if the price turns down
from £377 and breaks below the 20-day
EMA, the pair could again drop to £286.80.

The BNB/GBP pair reversed sharply from
£286.80 on October 12 and rose above the
moving averages.

Previous Analysis...

The pair could now rally to the overhead
resistance at £377 where bears may again
mount a stiff resistance.
The rising 20-day EMA and the RSI above 66
indicate that bulls are in control.
If bulls do not give up much ground from this
resistance, the possibility of a break above
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PRESS RELEASE

“The team at Mandala Exchange is extremely
honored to be a part of the Platinum Crypto
Academy community. At Mandala Exchange we
value community first, above all. We are excited
to join such a thriving ecosystem, and share in the
education, progression, and adoption of such a
powerful industry. “ Quote from their CEO.
Mandala is the first privately owned exchange
powered by the Binance Cloud platform. Mandala
aims to be the most trusted digital asset exchange
in a crowded market sector. Mandala allows users
to trade cryptocurrency with confidence on an
industry-leading exchange platform with access to
the largest liquidity pool in the world and fees as low
at 0.05%. Mandala currently has over 1,000+ active
trading pairs with full Binance liquidity and security,
making Mandala one of the largest exchanges on
the market today.

fee.
We encourage the PCA community to explore what
our exchange has to offer. We are here to answer
any and all questions you may have about our
native token ($MDX), our roadmap, our team, and
most importantly…our community! So come join us
on our Discord and Telegram.
Sign up on Mandala here and get 5% back on your
trading fees
Commenting on the potential of the Mandala
Exchange project Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire
Weekly Mr. Karnav Shah said: “Mandala Exchange
is enabling their users to experience better trading
depth, security and transaction speeds. We are
pleased to discuss this important project and hope
to share more about its journey in the coming
weeks.”

Aside from sharing the deepest liquidity pool in crypto
with Binance, there are some major differentiators
that have led traders flocking to Mandala. Recently,
Binance reconfigured their KYC policies, leaving
those who wish to remain anonymous out to dry.
Although Mandala is powered by Binance Cloud,
being privately owned, Mandala is not required to
conform to the same regulatory landscape that
Binance has put in place. Traders on Mandala can
enjoy no KYC up to 2 BTC per day while still taking
full advantage of the Binance ecosystem (trading
pairs, lowest trading fees, deep liquidity, SAFU
Funds). Additionally, Mandala and Binance share
wallet architecture, allowing traders to transfer their
portfolios to Mandala without incurring a withdrawal

Cryptonaire Weekly | October 19th 2021
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
OPENSEA KILLER, COINBASE NFT
MARKETPLACE, SEES ‘INSANE’ INTEREST, OVER
1 MILLION USERS SIGN-UP ON THE WAITLIST
In a matter of 24 hours, Coinbase’s NFT
marketplace has garnered an extremely
positive response.

and that in response, it is seeking to diversify
its revenue. NFT marketplace is the move in
that direction.

“We are getting a LOT of signups – so grateful
for all your interest,” Coinbase vice president
of product Sanchan Saxena wrote on Twitter.

“Fees are more likely to mirror retail than
institutional crypto-trading commissions,”
wrote Bloomberg Intelligence’s senior fintech
analyst Julie Chariell in a report.

“We are seeing insane loads on our servers and
our team is working hard to get this resolved.”
The yet-to-be-launched marketplace for NFTs
saw more than one million sign-ups on its
waitlist on the very first day it opened, reported
Bloomberg citing a person familiar with the
situation.
In August, Coinbase had said that its customer
usage had slowed at the start of the third
quarter due to the crypto prices going down

Cryptonaire Weekly | October 19th 2021

“NFT trading at our 3% fee estimate would
bring much more revenue per trading dollar,
along with less volatility to Coinbase operations
than the crypto trading platform.”
While some of the signups could be duplicates
and spam, it is extremely clear that Coinbase’s
NFT extension has become a hot topic
already. These numbers will beat the popular
marketplace OpenSea very easily.
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Crypto finserv firm Bakkt to soon
trade publicly on New York Stock
Exchange

SEC Approves Bitcoin Futures ETF,
Opening Crypto to Wider Investor
Base
After years of trial and error by would-be fund
sponsors, cryptocurrency investing is finally
opening up to the masses with the tacit U.S.
approval of a bitcoin futures exchange-traded
fund.
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
greenlighted bitcoin futures ETFs in a first for
the industry on Friday, after the regulator’s five
commissioners met on the issue. ProShares,
which filed for its Bitcoin Strategy ETF this past
summer, may be the first to launch next week.

Bakkt Holdings, the digital assets management
arm of Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), has
announced it will soon become a publicly traded
company on the New York Stock Exchange,
starting Oct. 18.
The public listing for Bakkt comes as a result
of a merger with VPC Impact Acquisition
Holdings, a Chicago-based special purpose
acquisition company. According to an official
statement, a shareholders meeting regarding
the merger saw approximately 85.1% approval
for the business combination:
“Upon closing, the combined company’s Class
A common stock and warrants are expected to
begin trading on the New York Stock Exchange
(“NYSE”) under the ticker symbols “BKKT” and
“BKKT WS” respectively.”
Additionally, the business combination resulted
in gross proceeds of approximately $448 million
to Bakkt, which it plans to reinvest in growing
the company’s capabilities and partnerships.

The company filed a post-effective amended
prospectus on Oct. 15, stating its filing is
expected to launch on Monday, Oct. 18, though
the fund may not begin trading immediately.
Proponents of a bitcoin ETF believe the
product will be more widely accessible for
individuals interested in bitcoin than the actual
cryptocurrency by giving investors a regulated
alternative to the underlying digital asset. The
first product will track bitcoin futures, rather
than the price of bitcoin directly, however.
SEC Chair Gary Gensler indicated he believes
futures-based products might provide stronger
investor protections due to the laws under
which they operate.
The SEC has, in the past, explicitly rejected
bitcoin ETF applications, but it does not
need to formally approve one. Under federal
law, the SEC can just allow an application to
become effective, rather than make a formal
announcement.

Just last week, Bakkt announced a partnership
with Google to allow the purchase of goods
and services using Bitcoin (BTC) and other
cryptocurrencies via the Google Pay platform.
According to Bakkt CEO Gavin Michael, the
partnership “is a testament to Bakkt’s strong
position in the digital asset marketplace, to
empower consumers to enjoy their digital
assets in a real-time, secure, reliable manner.”
Read more...

Read more...
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The ‘Mona Lisa’ painting has been the talk of the art
world since the 16th century, with its value going to
heights that not many people predicted. However,
the art industry has grown and gained relevance
in the investment sector. Who would have thought
that there would come a time when fine art would
be linked to one of the most outstanding yet
controversial technologies, blockchain tech? This
venture is attracting crypto investors into the art
industry, thus widening the industry’s target gap.
Individuals and artists alike are looking to showcase
their pieces of art to the wider target market, allowing
you and other art enthusiasts to appreciate unique
pieces. Artwork has been a controversial field over
time, with cases of forgery, failure of ownership, as
well as a lack of transparency. Such concerns have
pulled down the arts industry, with different people
taking credit for other artists’ pieces of art. To help
curb the existence of such concerns, the emergence
of blockchain-based investment platforms focusing
on fine art are providing long-term solutions for the
art industry.

WHAT IS ARTEX?
Artex, a blockchain-based art piece exchange
platform, is the first and only platform of its kind,
serving as an acquisition platform to make the art
market less elitist. The key objective is to allow
individuals to participate in the state-of-the-art works
all the time (24 hours a day), with any amount, as
well as with ease of asset management, thus serving
as an investment platform. This platform also offers
insurance on pieces of art based on transparent
pricing. On the Ethereum blockchain, Artex employs
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blockchain to help record the provenance of
artworks. This record will include the transactions
history, as well as available art critiques. The launch
of its mobile application seeks to embrace not only
the elite persons (art dealers or art experts) in the
art field, but also embracing the upcoming artists.
The platform’s key objective is to connect and unite
dealers, photographers, collectors, galleries, art
critics, and investors, all in a single platform.
Pricing of art pieces is done by renowned art
experts in the field to ensure that art enthusiasts
and investors obtain value for their interest. The
experts are active from different countries to
promote transparency, as well as gain favour with
a wider range of its target market. The artwork is
tokenised on the blockchain in accordance to its
appraised value, allowing individuals to buy and sell
the amount of art works participation listed, as well
as the pre-sale process.
This platform allows individuals to trade as well as
manage fine art investments at their fingertips at
all times. Gone are the days when making money
from fine art is limited for the chosen few who are
privileged in the industry. Thanks to Artex’s smart
contracts, individuals and investors can buy and sell
any amount they wish to from works that are listed
during the pre-sale process. The Artex platform has
4 major objectives:
– To provide liquidity to the art market
Fine art is often an illiquid asset, despite owning
several investment qualities, especially when they
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are just collected, without being securitised or
diversified. The Artex platform offers liquidity
features that will make it easy to provide liquidity in
the market.

for equality among individuals and investors. The
platform will address principles such as individual
rights, provide check and balance, as well as
freedom of participation.

– Promote transparency, thus supporting artist
rights

– Operates a crypto exchange based on an asset/
commodity

For any market to be successful, there must be a
healthy relationship and transparency between the
seller and the client. The art market is arguably one
of the least regulated yet legal big-budget markets.
To address this concern, Artex functions under
blockchain technology to promote transparency,
while at the same time, eliminating the need of
intermediaries. When looking at transparency in art,
we are looking at aspects such as:

Initially, many individuals have to pay in fiat currency,
even for a crypto investor. This gesture has been
restrictive for many crypto enthusiasts. Artex has
closed this gap by introducing a crypto exchange
based on artwork as the asset. Crypto investors
can widen their portfolio coverage, considering that
this investment platform allows individuals to easily
trade in fine art with cryptocurrency.

– Clarity in pricing and value of the artwork
– Terms of purchasing
– History of the art piece
– Consumer claims
The concept of transparency will address concerns
such as distribution or availability of fakes or
forgeries and looting of antiques.
– Offer a democratic distribution channel of finance
in the art market
Artex offers an investment platform that allows
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WHAT ARE TRADITIONAL METHODS OF
SELLING ARTWORKS?
Traditionally, selling of artwork including paintings
and sculptures is ongoing without much benefit
to the artists. This is because of the presence of
intermediaries. As such, you will find art galleries
that help individuals to showcase their artwork.
There are different forms of art, and artists need to
identify their target market. By identifying the target
market, artists are able to acknowledge which is the
best way to sell your art without compromising on
its value. Traditionally, there are different methods
that people are using to sell artworks.
– Galleries
Art galleries promote diversity because they

17
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can incorporate different genres of art. When
considering galleries, you will have two options to
work with. Artists can sell their art directly to the
gallery management or you can choose to sell on
a commission basis. When the gallery buys a piece
upfront, artists agree on the art’s value and settle
with the artist as a one-off payment. Alternatively,
commission sales works from agreeing to display
the artwork in the gallery for a specific period, and
if it is sold, the two parties split the sales as agreed.
The limitation to this method is the income split.

model and functionality seeks to deliver on liquidity,
transparency, security, as well as easier and faster
access of fine art in the market. This platform
is paving a way for a democratic means of art
investment. Serving as an investment platform,
Artex empowers the future of fine arts, not only
through greater communication and marketing, but
also through bettering financial standards. The use
cases in which Artex will empower the future of fine
arts are as follows:
– Democratising art investment

– Auctions
Auctioneers are a method of selling artwork in
cases where professionals bid for the right price.
It is a method that has been in existence for a long
time. Art enthusiasts come together and bid on the
art. However, this method is ideal for well-known
art pieces or pieces from renowned artists, so that
buyers can compete to purchase the artwork.
– Collectors
Art enthusiasts may come in handy when seeking
to sell artwork. Art collectors buy artwork pieces
that are unique. This especially works for painting.
Collectors are willing to pay for paintings of high
value to ensure that they retain its value.

Crypto investors can now invest in fine art, and
while many individuals initially had to purchase an
entire painting or sculpture, investors can now own
a section of a piece of art. This gesture is making
it possible for more individuals to invest in the art
industry. Rare fine art pieces are limited because
there are very few in the industry. However, it is
currently possible for more crypto investors to
come together and invest in fine art. To meet this
objective, Artex is tokenising art to enable more
individuals and not just the ultra-rich to invest in art.
By tokenising art, people can invest in segments
when buying art. For example, if a piece of art
is going for $40,000 in the market, an investor
can come in and purchase the value worth up to
$15,000 and allow others to purchase it until its full
value is arrived at.

– Online/Social media platforms
– Presence of a decentralised art exchange
The advancement of technology is allowing
individuals to display their artwork online, thus
reaching out to a wider target market. There are
several websites online that users can use to
showcase their pieces. Some websites are specific
to the type of art they market, making it easier to
reach out to their target market.
– Networking
Networking refers to selling of your art through the
use of other artists or art enthusiasts who have the
right connections in the market. This is why artists
are linking together to support each other’s efforts
in the industry.
While the above methods for selling art are
applicable, they come with challenges such as
intermediary concerns, a lack of transparency, artist
concerns over low pay, as well as forgery. In this,
there is a gap that current methods of selling art
need to close to boost better experiences.

HOW DOES ARTEX EMPOWER
FUTURE OF FINE ARTS?

THE

Artex features a working model that is in line with
asset owners, galleries, artists, and auctioneers
to outline their common interests. The platform
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Introducing decentralised art exchanges such as
Artex places a key focus on the art industry. Whereas
buying and selling of art on online platforms has
been evident, the growth rate has been rather
slow. On the other hand, exchanges have initially
placed a focus on the financial industry. However,
the presence of art exchanges has led to the
widespread of global online art sales. The growth
rate of art sales from the use of art exchanges is
steady, promising the art future a more globalised
and active market, not only for crypto investors but
also for art enthusiasts.
– Monetising digital art
Artex, a blockchain-based platform, has the
capability to monetise digital art. Digital art ranges
from illustrations, text graphics, to videos. Therefore,
Artex allows individuals from the art industry to
showcase their artworks. Artex features the Artex
token, which allows individuals with its ecosystem to
easily trade using the token.
– Artwork ownership provenance and authentication
The fear of forgery and buying a fake piece of art
at the value of an original can be heart-breaking. To
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avoid such cases, it is important to be able to stamp
artworks and ensure ownership, while at the same
time, being able to identify the chain of ownership.
Provenance will describe the chain of ownership,
which will go hand in hand with authentication,
which proves the authorship of the artworks.

IS ARTEX’S USE OF BLOCKCHAIN
REVOLUTIONISING THE INDUSTRY?
Blockchain is revolutionising the functionality of
many industries, and the arts industry is no different.
While blockchain is evident in the financial sectors,
the arts industry is currently tapping into the
blockchain capabilities. Artex is revolutionising the
arts industry through blockchain in the following
ways:
– Guaranteed intellectual property
The platform secures innovations such as copyright
through blockchain, thus giving the ability to store
intellectual property (in the cloud) and manage
the property when needed and from any place.
Other than guaranteeing copyright, it also improves
transparency, thus reducing cases of forgery in the
industry. More artists will want to showcase their
pieces without the fear of losing the artwork’s value
from corrupt dealings.
– Reducing the number of intermediaries
Selling art or finding the right people to work with
in the industry can be a challenge when using
the traditional methods of selling art. Therefore,
individuals need to identify a link they can use to
reach out to their target market, thus ending up
with several intermediaries before meeting the key
objective. With the help of blockchain technology,
artists can now eliminate the need for intermediaries
because Artex offers a platform that links these
people. This strategy is not only advantageous
because the artist is acknowledged but also because
costs are minimal. The link Artex provides will help
individuals from all walks of life without providing
privileges for the elite in the industry. Artists can
now gain control over their work thanks to Artex’s
blockchain-enabled platform. In addition, aspects
such as transparency, traceability, and lower costs
are not compromised.
– Traceability of artwork
Blockchain is a complex cryptographic tech, allowing
users to better trace artworks through looking back
at a painting’s or sculpture’s journey, right from its
creation to its current ownership. Individuals will be
able to retrieve information such as sales, analyses,
certifications, appraisals, as well as studies about a
specific piece of artwork.
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Artex will list artwork under two scenarios, allowing
for either 100% public offering of the artwork or a
public offering of 49%. For the 100% artwork public
offering, Artex will physically host the artwork with
the platform, entirely taking care of insurance,
storage and maintenance costs. In the second
scenario, the insurance value of the artwork is
tokenised. In this, 51% of the tokens are locked
for a 1-year period with smart contracts, thus
guaranteeing trade of 49% of the artwork on the
platform.

ARTEX TOKEN EXPLAINED
Artex Token, the digital currency of the Artex
ecosystem, will be used for shopping transactions,
as well as for other privileged functions on the
platform, as specified on its protocol/code. It is
important to note that the Artex token serves
as a functionality token only on the platform’s
ecosystem. This means that this token is functional
as an interoperable utility, and therefore, it is not a
medium of exchange by the public as a source of
payment out in the public market.
The maximum supply of the Artex Token in the
market comes to 100 million, with 50% of the total
supply in circulation in the first year. From the
remaining 50%, the supply of the Artex token will be
laid out in pre-determined periods at intervals within
the following four years.

WHY THE ARTEX TOKEN?
The Artex platform introduced the Artex Token to
provide a secure and convenient mode of payment
between users on the platform operating within the
ecosystem. Functioning on blockchain and smart
contracts, users will benefit from improved process
efficiency. Smart contracts eliminate the need for
intermediaries and therefore, reduce the chances of
manipulation from third parties. Other than efficiency
and convenience from smart contracts, users will
save on costs as a result of eliminating intermediary
commissions or pay. Overall, the inclusion of smart
contracts promotes autonomy, offers a secure yet
private backup for information, automation of tasks,
while at the same time, upholding on accuracy.

WHERE TO USE THE ARTEX TOKEN
Understanding the use of the Aertex token requires
you to identify the different scenarios you can use it
in. First and foremost, the Artex token is a functional
utility token that will serve as a medium of exchange
for the platform users in a decentralised manner.
In this, this token remains relevant within the Artex
ecosystem.

CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH
TOKEN CANNOT BE USED

ARTEX

Tokens in general offer a medium of exchange,
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but it is important to check on its limitations so
you understand where you can trade it and what
you can buy using the token. Outside of the Artex
ecosystem, this token is not applicable for use.
You cannot use it to buy or pay out for goods and
services from other platforms. In addition, the Artex
token cannot be discharged as a form of settlement.
Owning the Artex Token does not provide
individuals with any form of rights or shareholding
on the platform. This means that simply because
an individual owns a token, this individual cannot
make any suggestions or create any content for
the Artex ecosystem. All decisions are made by
the management. Token owners are not entitled
to receive fees or dividends; it is not a source of
investment return.

CONCLUSION
Individuals looking to sell and invest in art now have
the opportunity to do it the right way through Artex,
an investment platform for crypto investors. Backed
by blockchain technology, this investment platform
addresses concerns that arise from forgery, security,
lack of transparency, art ownership, as well as
identifying the real value of a specific artwork. Being
the first of its kind in the market, this blockchain-
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based marketplace serves as a meeting point for
all art-based participants in the wider market,
from artists, galleries, and collectors, to meet their
objectives. This platform delivers on its functionality
due to the inclusion of experts in the industry to
ensure that artists receive value for their artistic
talent. It also features tokenisation of artworks,
and the introduction of its own token, Artex Token,
trading on this investment platform, is simplified to
favour participants on its ecosystem.
Technical Details
Artex Contract Address:
0xf1b032e7225d1c9068ce317a956a0e8007591ba0
How to Buy Artex : Pancakeswap – Bitmart
Coinmarketcap: https://coinmarketcap.com/
currencies/artex/
Coingecko: https://www.coingecko.com/tr/coins/
artex
Twitter: https://twitter.com/artexcommunity
Telegram: https://t.me/artexcommunity
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Here’s Why Billionaire Real Estate Mogul
Barry Sternlicht Owns
Two Different Crypto
Assets

B
Square 'Considering' Building Bitcoin
Mining Rigs, Says
Jack Dorsey

N

ot content with
building a hardware
wallet
and
decentralized exchange,
Square may also get into
Bitcoin miners.
Square CEO Jack Dorsey
tweeted that the firm
is considering building
Bitcoin mining rigs.
The firm is already building a Bitcoin hardware
wallet, as well as a
decentralized exchange.
Jack Dorsey is all in on
Bitcoin, and the leading cryptocurrency has
increasingly become a
focal point in the Square
and Twitter CEO’s worldview. Today, he unveiled
the latest potential piece
of his plans, tweeting
that Square is exploring
whether to build Bitcoin
mining hardware.
“Square is considering
building a Bitcoin mining system based on
custom silicon and open
source for individuals
and businesses worldwide,” he tweeted. “If
we do this, we’d follow
our hardware wallet

model: build in the open
in collaboration with the
community.”
Dorsey laid out the reasoning in a tweet thread,
noting the fact that
increased distribution
of cryptocurrency mining nodes helps secure
a decentralized network.
He also wrote about the
need for more energyefficient mining, referencing one of the biggest mainstream discussion points around
Bitcoin and crypto. It’s
one that helped trigger
the crypto market’s summer slump, after electric
car maker Tesla protested the energy-intensive
mining process.
“Driving towards clean
and efficient energy
use is great for Bitcoin’s
economics,
impact,
and scalability,” Dorsey
tweeted. “Energy is a
system-level problem
that requires innovation
in silicon, software, and
integration.”
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illionaire and real
estate magnate
Barry Sternlicht
says that he owns
Bitcoin (BTC) and
Ethereum (ETH) for a
number of reasons.
In a new interview with
CNBC’s Squawk Box,
the chief executive of
Starwood Capital says
that he’s invested in
crypto due to his concerns regarding endless money printing
and what he sees as
questionable monetary
policies.

“The reason I own BTC
is because the US government and every government in the Western
hemisphere is printing
money now until the
end of time, And this
is a finite amount of
something, and it can
be traded globally and
people have fiat currencies whether it’s in
Nigeria or… Bolivia or
wherever, you can move
into something that the
world has accepted as a
substitute for gold.”
Referencing JPMorgan
CEO Jamie Dimon who

said he thinks Bitcoin is “worthless”, Sternlicht
argues that the same case could be made for gold.
“What Jamie Dimon talked about, I mean gold is
kind of worthless too, silver [as well], they have
some industrial uses, but they’re minor.”
The billionaire says that while Bitcoin is minimal in
its purposes, he sees high potential in Ethereum’s
ecosystem, plus all of blockchain technology in
general.

Read more...

Read more...
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Central Bank of Brazil
Reports Brazilians
Have Bought More
Than $4 Billion in
Cryptocurrency This
Year
Ripple Joins The
Digital Pound
Foundation to Help
In The Development
of A CBDC In the
United Kingdom

T

his week, Ripple
has joined the
Digital Pound
Foundation, which is a
non-profit foundation to
develop and implement
a digital pound in the
United Kingdom. Susan
Friedman, the Head
of Policy, represents
Ripple as a Foundation
on the board. Ripple will
help the foundation by
engaging central banks
at a global level on the
technicalities and policy
issues related to central
bank digital currencies
(CBDCs).

put in. Friedman was
keen to note Ripple’s
excitement to support
the design and implementation of a digital
pound in their partnership with Digital Pound
Foundation. She also
brought out that The
Foundation will be of
great assistance in
advancing the United
Kingdom’s goal of building a more inclusive and
sustainable financial
system.

Ripple’s firm conviction
that the United Kingdom
has been in the vanguard when it comes
to inspiring responsible
innovation and growth
in the crypto-asset
space and developing a digital pound is
the result of the effort

The evolution of digital money has been
brought to the limelight
for potentially faster,
cheaper, sustainable,
and more efficient payments with greater
functionality.

The Future Of Money
Redefined
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Read more...

Brazilians have brought
over $4 billion of
cryptocurrencies to
the country, according
to numbers from
the Central Bank of
Brazil. The commercial
asset balance report
presented shows
that Brazilians have
consistently acquired
over $350 million dollars
of cryptocurrencies

each month since
January. However,
according to some
analysts from the
central bank, this
number has the
potential to reach
double its worth this
year.

Month
The Central Bank of
Brazil released a report
that shows Brazilians
have purchased
more than $4 billion
in cryptocurrency
imports since the
start of the year. The
report, which shows
cryptocurrencies as
part of the commercial
balance of goods,
shows these imports
have been holding over
the $350 million number
since January. The peak
of the cryptocurrency
buying spree occurred

in May when crypto
purchases reached
$756 million during that
month only.
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Brazilians Purchase
Millions Worth of
Cryptocurrencies Every

Since then, purchase
numbers have
decreased, reaching
close to $500 million
last August. The
numbers for September
are not available yet,
so it is impossible
to determine if the
decreasing trend is still
happening.

Read more...
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Cryptocurrencies are considered highly volatile
assets. The asset-based cryptocurrencies are used
for digitising an asset, and the record is stored
on the blockchain. For example, if a real estate
property is sold to an individual, the information
will be digitised instead of requiring paperwork.
The records, like property location, deeds and
ownership history of the property, are stored
on the blockchain. Bitcoin is the most valuable
cryptocurrency globally by market capitalisation,
only subject to 20% to 30% swings in price on any
given day.

WHAT MAKES AN ASSET-BACKED
CRYPTOCURRENCY DIFFERENT?
The asset-backed cryptocurrency is the crypto
coin linked to an object having an economic value.
The asset-backed cryptocurrency introduces price
stability in the crypto market. These cryptocurrencies
provide the investor with various benefits and builtin utility. The benefits include a self-executing smart
contract and decentralised finance project that
pays a high annual yield. However, it works well
beyond the decentralised peer to peer payment
option, but still, it doesn’t meet every investor goal.
It seems to be different from general cryptocurrency
as it is less volatile. The asset-backed cryptocurrency
is backed through tangible assets describing
mechanics that affect cryptocurrency price change.
They are tied to the external market to which they
are linked to trade.
Various investors are looking to back their
cryptocurrencies through real-world assets like
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precious metals. Asia Broadband Inc. is a resource
company that focuses on manufacturing, supply,
and sale of precious and base metals specifically
to Asian markets. With the launch of AABB Gold
(AABBG), a newly minted ERC-20 gold-backed
token, and with the launch of AABB Wallet, Asia
Broadband, Inc. (OTC:AABB), has married gold
stability with crypto innovation.

WHY INVESTORS ARE BUYING THE AABB
GOLD TOKEN (AABBG)
Gold-backed crypto is a stable coin category in
which token value is backed through the physical
gold. When the crypto assets are pegged to
physical assets, it is less volatile compared to other
cryptocurrencies available for digital investment.
Some of the investors hesitate to make digital
investments due to privacy concerns. AABBG has
a stable quality of a stablecoin with the token price
supported at 0.1 grams of the spot price of gold,
making it a safer investment for those who want a
less volatile option.
The company is publicly listed in the United States,
providing vertical integration benefits of its value
chain. As we know, mining activities influence the
environment or surroundings. Asia Broadband
includes a mission to minimise such impact and
sustain the net social and financial benefits to
affected individuals.
They partnered with Core State Holding Corp. (CSHC)
to create its own digital wallet and proprietary
exchange. Within the first few weeks of launch over
$1 million AABBG tokens were sold!
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The transactions made through AABB Wallet are
end-to-end encrypted, restricting the unauthorised
access of the third party. Asia Broadband promises
the signature attributes of the normal crypto token
such as transparency and hassle-free transferability.
It will facilitate reducing the level of volatility and offer
a sense of security for investors.

The asset-backed tokens are a special set of
cryptocurrencies that are different from normal
crypto tokens because they are backed by
physical commodities like oil, gold and real estate.
This reduces the level of volatility. The token
offered by Asia Broadband is safe for the gold
chain because of its security measure and end-toend payment encryption. The company hit its alltime profit value of $16.8 million in 2020 before its

innovative asset-backed token AABBG was launched
in March 2021.

cryptocurrency investment. No deposit fees.

BENEFITS OF ASIA BROADBAND’S GOLD
BACKED CRYPTO TOKEN

-Transparency: It doesn’t include any hidden
cost for making transactions such as buying and
trading gold.

Asia Broadband’s AABB Gold Tokens are completely
backed by gold, which comes from its owned gold
mines in Latin America. Following the market stability,
the AABBG token is poised to be better and more
stable in value than other crypto assets.
The company is planning to release its Merchant API,
which will allow B2B and B2C transactions to take
place with AABB Wallet. The investors will be entitled
to receive cashback while purchasing AABB Gold
Token for making digital investments.
Some of the major reasons for selecting Asia
Broadband are listed below:
-Security: The Company offers end-to-end encryption
payment, which restricts the unauthorised user to
access the transaction details.
-Lower transaction fee: The lower transaction fee
(0.5%) makes the company an effective option for
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-Merchant API: Asia Broadband Merchant API
facilitates B2B and B2C transactions done via
AABB Wallet with security measures.

WHY THE AABB GOLD TOKEN IS BOTH
THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE OF
GOLD-BACKED CRYPTOCURRENCIES
The minimum token price is associated with the
existing spot price of gold, representing token
benefits from the lower volatility of gold. Compared
to the challenges of devalued fiat currencies, gold
remains intact, and AABBG possibly also rises as a
function of increasing gold prices. When the gold
price fluctuates, the lower limit for the AABBG
token possibly alters. However, the upside price
will be driven as per market demand. Due to such
reasons, the AABB Gold Token is both the present
and future of Gold-Backed Cryptocurrencies.
The vertical integration of Mine-to-Token gold-
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backing makes the AABB Gold Token one of the
most popular investment ideas concerning digital
currency investment.
Asia Broadband is actively mining precious metals
just the way it has been for the last 25 years. The
company pledged to back their AABBG token with
$30 million of gold reserves, with a max supply of
5.4 million tokens. Their aim is to become the world
leader in providing a standard of exchange that is
of excellent quality, is secure, transparent, trusted,
and backed by gold. The company’s upcoming
proprietary exchange will allow the AABB Wallet
user to exchange their AABBG tokens for other
cryptocurrency, such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, and more.
Recently, they have opened a satellite office in El
Salvador, to build demand for the AABBG token.
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CONCLUSION
Asia Broadband, Inc. is focused and committed to
performing the business operation with the code of
conduct directed from an environment and ethics
perspective. The company strives to meet longterm business associations, customer satisfaction
and reliability. Therefore, if someone is looking to
invest in digital currency, Asia Broadband provides a
great platform with various benefits included.
Therefore, it can be concluded that Asia Broadband
has come a long way in the sector of mining and
cryptocurrency investment. The company’s journey
shows a great progression in its business operation
with satisfied customers.
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Over 160 projects
will launch on Terra
(LUNA) early next
year

T

his post was
last updated on
October 18th, 2021
at 05:19 am

$69,000,000,000
Pension Fund
Considering
Allocating Capital to
Crypto Space
ustralia’s fifthlargest pension
fund is reportedly
considering allocating
capital to the crypto
markets.

A

theft, market manipulation and other “unquantifiable risks”, but may
likely seek out exposure
to crypto once the market matures.

The Financial Times
reports that Queensland
Investment Corporation
(QIC), which manages $69 billion worth
of assets, is open to
making cryptocurrency investments in
the future even as it
remains cautious of the
nascent digital asset
space.

He adds that clearer
regulatory requirements can also make
conservative investors
feel more at ease with
putting their money on
digital assets.

QIC’s head of currencies Stuart Simmons
attributes the big funds’
hesitancy to the regulatory risks of digital
assets amid a lack of
clarity on how governments and watchdogs
would oversee the crypto space.
Simmons says that large
investors want more
regulatory certainty and
protection against fraud,

“Right now there are a
number of uncertainties, and the operational
infrastructure for institutional investing remains
immature.

Terraform Labs, the
South Korean company
behind the blockchain
project Terra (LUNA),
continues focusing on
advancing the developer activity on the network.
Meanwhile, the true
impact of the network’s cardinal
upgrade, dubbed
Columbus-5, is yet to
unravel, as the launch
of Inter-Blockchain
Communication (IBC)
protocol and Wormhole
support for Terra
approaches.
160 more projects on
Terra
Columbus-5 successfully launched in late
September and, according to the network’s
developers, Terra’s ecosystem is on the verge

of an explosive expansion.
“Now that Columbus-5
is live, more than 60
projects are preparing
to launch in the next
six to eight weeks and
more than 100 have
recently announced
plans for the end of the
year or early 2022,” Do
Kwon, co-founder and
CEO of Terraform Labs,
told AsiaMarkets.
In the interview, Kwon
continued explaining
how the upgrade, which
opened up countless
avenues for the ecosystem’s expansion, is
about to boost Terra’s
stablecoin use case
while putting upward
pressure on the native
token’s value.
“More projects on Terra
diversify and amplify
the demand for UST,
accelerating the expansion of the stablecoin
supply and accruing
value to LUNA holders,”
Kwon said.

I don’t think there’s
an inevitability about
super funds and the
institutional market
investing in crypto,
but as the segment
matures … there’s a likelihood that super funds
seek out exposure…

Read more...

Read more...

The Growth of the Cryptocurrency Market
There is no denying that the current crypto and
blockchain market is experiencing a surge in demand,
with new cryptocurrencies and their subsequent
values creating plenty of buzzes. According to an
Allied Market Research report, the global crypto
market will likely record a 12.8% CAGR growth rate
between the years 2021-2030.
The report further claims that the key drivers of
this growth will be a spike in demand for global
remittances, as well as increased transparency in
the international payments systems. Over twothirds of the crypto industry’s size in 2020 was due
to the mining sector, which will continue to remain
a dominant segment even in 2021 and beyond.
The report also establishes that the Asian-Pacific
cryptocurrency industry shall witness the fastest
growth due to the rise in competition from several
growing exchanges.
Another report claims that the global market size of
the crypto industry will touch almost $1758 million in
2027, growing at 11.2% CAGR.
While the proliferation, adoption, and growth of
cryptocurrency seem evident, several factors have
and will contribute to this massive growth in the
years to come. Enterprises across leading industries
have embraced digital transformation technologies,
thus implementing blockchain systems to solve their
key issues. The Financial Tech industry has also
quickly digitised currencies, given the transparency
and security it offers. As a result, cryptocurrencies
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have witnessed immense popularity and have
continued to grow, despite the pandemic.
The COVID-19 pandemic led to increased
usage and growth of cryptocurrencies. Crypto
exchanges across the globe experienced a surge
in cryptocurrency investing and trading. Apart from
this, several other factors have contributed to the
growing crypto market. For instance, more and
more cryptocurrency investors are finding them
flexible and simple to use. Besides, many leading
companies, as well as government authorities, are
now supporting the cryptocurrency and blockchain
system, using them actively for their projects.
Additionally, social media influencers, as well as
celebrities, are also resorting to social platforms and
media to express their opinion on Bitcoin, as well
as other cryptocurrencies. This is giving the right
amount of push to the crypto market.
Given the above scenario, crypto-backed platforms
like DeGeThal are bound to witness a growth in
popularity and usage. In this article, discover how
DTM Token offered by DeGeThal is transforming
the crypto market.

THE 3-LEVELS OF VOTING
DEGETHAL ECOSYSTEM

IN

THE

The DTM or the DeGeThal project was set up
in 2021 with the sole aim of creating a universal
crypto ecosystem for multiple use cases that aren’t
represented by traditionally available financial
instruments. The DeGeThal crypto project can be
accessed by anyone around the globe. The existing
fiat currency system has several demerits and is
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difficult to access for many individuals. However,
digital currencies allow people to set up a parallel
economic system, thus solving several global issues.
The DeGeThal ecosystem essentially features a
multi-currency wallet created for transparent as well
as speedy transactions.
This digital wallet is the core element of the
DeGeThal system. To offer its users increased
opportunities, DeGeThal has also created an app
that allows people to create their banking account,
initiate transfers, as well as convert traditional global
currencies into digital currency. People can use the
app to purchase, sell, send, receive and convert the
cryptocurrency.
The application also features a crypto wallet that
will be later integrated into a CEX. Apart from
this, DeGeThal will also provide users with several
banking solutions, for which the platform will acquire
the necessary licence. In the long run, the wallet will
be transformed into a full-fledged tool that can be
used for making daily payments, including payroll
payments, microtransactions, in-store purchases,
cashback on the store, payroll payments, etc.
Apart from this, there will be three different levels
of voting within the DeGeThal ecosystem. While the
first level will be all about submitting the proposal,
the second level will entail proposal execution,
whereas the third level will be related to confirming
execution.

DTM TOKEN – THE CORE ELEMENT OF
THE ECOSYSTEM
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If you are interested in cryptocurrency investing,
then the DTM token is a good option. DTM tokens
form a key part of the DeGeThal system and
are crucial for creating as well as developing the
platform further. DTM unites the entire DeGeThal
community, while serving as a crucial incentive
element that enables users to earn additional profits.
The primary task of the DTM token is to design
an ecosystem that enables participants to utilise
the token while accessing the platform and ensure
payments for DeGeThal services while trading the
token on exchanges.
The ecosystem’s elements allow users to not only
receive income through staking but also provide
liquidity to pools, as well as community incentive
programs. The above elements when combined
helps in the smooth and stable running of the
ecosystem, while increasing the overall cost of the
DTM token on the crypto exchanges. It will also help
in raising the interest and the popularity of the DTM
tokens, and boost the confidence of users in the
DeGeThal system.

DTM TOKEN CHARACTERISTICS:
-It has been developed on the Binance Smart Chain.
-100,000,000 DTM tokens will be emitted.
-50,000,000 DTM tokens will be offered for sale.
Since the DTM token will be issued on a limited basis,
it implies that the overall pricing of the token will
increase with the growth in the project ecosystem.
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This will also lead to a surge in the demand for the
tokens. DeGeThal also plans to list the token on
premier crypto exchanges soon. Apart from this,
a portion of the DTM token shall be blocked within
the wallet for staking purposes. All of the above
would lead to a surge in demand for the token.
DTM tokens will also be utilised on the platform
for leverage. This shall further increase demand for
the token. The DTM token shall be used within the
referral program for expanding the cryptocurrency
community and supporting active members.

banking and financial services, operating based on
its e-banking licence.

Every commission in the DeGeThal system will
be paid using the DTM token. All the applications
installed within the DeGeThal ecosystem will also
make use of the DTM token for paying commissions.

OPPORTUNITY FOR EARNING PASSIVE
INCOME

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
THE DTM TOKEN WILL BE DISTRIBUTED
IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
-3% of the transaction fee will be distributed among
holders automatically.
-3% will be automatically added to the liquidity pool.

USING THE TOKEN
-The DTM token will be used for paying the platform
commissions for crypto transfers.
-For paying commissions in the applications
deployed within the ecosystem.
-Paying for DeGeThal ecosystem services.
-Paying for the staking programs for token holders.
-Making payments towards the referral programs.
-Making rewards payments and encouraging users
to take part in the DeGeThal work.
-Using tokens as leverage on the platform.
-Paying for any marketing campaigns.

OTHER USES OF THE TOKEN
-Purchasing DTM tokens on crypto exchanges.
-Selling DTM tokens on crypto exchanges.
-Transferring of DTM tokens in the blockchain
between the digital wallets.

HOW DEGETHAL DISTINGUISHES ITSELF
FROM OTHER FINANCIAL PROJECTS
Unlike other financial projects, the DeGeThal
ecosystem distinguishes itself by offering multiple
advantages. To begin with, DeGeThal is a
decentralised finance ecosystem that offers many
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The ecosystem features a wallet that enables users
to connect or make bank accounts and bank cards.
Additionally, DeGeThal also offers a platform for
trading that allows users to engage in currency
and digital assets trading. Apart from this, it also
provides users with an NFT marketplace, as well as
a payment gateway system for accepting fiat and
crypto payments.

DeGeThal also offers an excellent opportunity for
receiving passive income to users by offering a
staking system. It also provides liquidity providers
with the opportunity to earn money. DeGeThal
offers numerous incentive programs intending to
support the community.
The platform also offers a unique referral program
for increasing the community, as well as supporting
its promoters and active members.
DTM TOKEN SUPPORT PROGRAM
The primary aim of DeGeThal is to ensure the stable
growth and development of its ecosystem. To
achieve this, DeGeThal has designed a DTM support
program and has implemented the same using a
variety of tools, like a staking system, incentive
reward program, as well as a referral program.
Apart from a range of benefits, as well as bonuses
offered to DTM token holders, they also get to
take part in the voting procedure and make crucial
decisions for the projects alongside the community.
Banking and Financial Products: DeGeThal offers
a range of banking and financial products to users
across the globe, irrespective of their economic
and social standing, well-being, education, and
experience. It makes DeGeThal an immensely
popular as well as a democratic project, which can
be accessed by everyone.
Thanks to its payment gateway facility, it allows all
the stores and services connected to the ecosystem
to accept around 26 payments globally, which
further helps to increase their customer base. This
also helps them to expand services to other areas,
while making the platform highly competitive.
Increase the Project Partners and Community:
DeGeThal will continue to promote its banking
and financial services across the globe, thereby
expanding the community as well as the project
partners, while also increasing the overall value of its
DTM digital token on crypto exchanges.
Multi-currency Wallet: DeGeThal’s core ecosystem
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is designed based on the multi-currency and multicurrency wallet, while the bank accounts and
bank cards have been connected to the same.
DeGeThal plans to connect the wallet with the NFT
marketplace, a gateway for accepting payment in
crypto and fiat currency across the globe, as well
as a trading platform at a later date. DeGeThal
has closely analysed the market as well as its
requirements and will thus create a financial product
that will further help it to connect sophisticated
blockchain tech with the classical finance system, as
well as the banking segment, significantly expanding
opportunities provided by classical finance.
Safety and Transparency: DeGeThal gives a lot of
importance to the security of its ecosystem, as well
as its products. The company is focused on ensuring
transparency of its operations as well as upholding
the trust of its partners and users. All the activities of
the platform are carried out based on an e-banking
licence, as well as regulatory requirements. This
allows users to track all the operations in their
personal accounts.
Maintaining and Developing the Community:
DeGeThal places a great deal of importance on
developing and maintaining the community. It has
created a unique referral program and will organise
several seminars as well as training courses to inform
its users about its features, tools, opportunities, and
products.
In addition to the above, DeGeThal will continue
to improve and develop quality products that are
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part of the ecosystem to provide an easy-to-use
financial platform to its users.

CONCLUSION
To sum up, DeGeThal is a unique ecosystem that
consists of a payment and wallet system with
MasterCard/Visa cards. It offers a centralised
exchange with a liquidity pool for trading. The
platform also offers a unique reward system and
staking program, along with the voting system.
DeGeThal offers its own blockchain and DTM token
to users aside from smart contracts and payment
gateway facility. Each of the above features makes
the ecosystem highly innovative and apt for
cryptocurrency users.
The DeGeThal ecosystem is designed as per
blockchain technology. It is highly trustworthy and
safeguarded from any database falsification. Using
the wallet, DTM users can keep a track of the growing
DTM tokens, buy goods, make payments, connect
banking cards, create accounts using money that
will be transferred at the time of making payments,
send tokens for staking, and participate in liquidity
offering, and other incentive programs. This helps
the platform to simplify and make payments easy to
access for everyone. So, if you are searching for the
next best crypto project to invest in, then choose
the DTM token that has transformed the crypto
industry in many ways.
For more information about DeGeThal project and
ecosystem, visit https://www.degethal.com/!
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CFTC Fines Tether
and Bitfinex $42.5M
for ‘Untrue or
Misleading’ Claims

T

he U.S. regulator
issued an order
“simultaneously
filing and settling
charges against Tether,”
the issuer of the crypto
industry’s largest
stablecoin.
IThe Commodity
Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC)
fined Bitfinex and
Tether more than $42
million on allegations
the USDT stablecoin
was not fully backed
at all times and that
Bitfinex violated a previous agency order.

The federal commodities regulator settled
charges with the sibling
crypto companies on
Friday, barring both
firms from “any further violations of the
Commodity Exchange
Act (CEA) and CFTC
regulations.” According
to a CFTC press release,
Tether’s stablecoin
was fully backed by
reserves for only onequarter of the time
over a 26-month period
between 2016 and 2018.
Further, Tether comingled reserve funds
with the company’s cor-

porate funds and held
reserves in non-cash
products.
“At various times,
Tether maintained some
of the Tether Reserves
in bank accounts other
than the Tether Bank
Accounts. Tether represents that, at times,
it also included receivables and non-fiat
assets among its counted reserves; and further
represents that Tether

Institutional investment
giant Grayscale is
reportedly considering
converting its Bitcoin
Trust into a physically
settled exchangetraded fund (ETF).

Grayscale hints at
plans to convert
Bitcoin trust into
BTC-settled ETF
Grayscale looks to be
seeking to restructure
its Bitcoin Trust into a

physically-backed fund
after the SEC approved
a Bitcoin futures ETF.
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On Oct. 17, Barry
Silbert, the CEO of
Grayscale’s parent
company Digital
Currency Group,
hinted that Grayscale
is making plans to
convert its Bitcoin
Trust into a spotsettled Bitcoin fund.
After having taken
to Twitter to criticize
the cash-settled
Bitcoin futures ETF
recently approved
by the U.S. Securities
and Exchange
Commission (SEC),
Bitcoin commentator
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has not failed to satisfy
a redemption request
for tether tokens,” an
order attached to the
release said.
The New York Attorney
General’s office reported similar findings in an
investigation into Tether
and Bitfinex that was
settled earlier this year.

Read more...

Preston Pysh chimed
in to ask Silbert
when Grayscale’s
Bitcoin Trust would
be converted into
a BTC-settled ETF.
“Stay tuned,” Silbert
responded.
However, Grayscale
Bitcoin Trust investors
appear to have been
unsettled by Silbert’s
remarks, with Twitter
user “svrgnindividual”
questioning what a
restructure would
mean for investors
holding shares in
Grayscale’s Bitcoin
Trust.
“What happens to us
Grayscale investors
once the spot ETF is
approved?

Read more...
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The healthcare industry is working towards equal
opportunity in service provision for individuals
worldwide. Meeting this objective is not an easy
task, but with the recent creation of R-DEE, an allin-one ecosystem and network, it seems possible to
meet global healthcare needs not just on patientdoctor requirements but also on distributors and
professionals. These capabilities are available under
one platform, making it possible to streamline,
expand, and upgrade individual healthcare services
all under one roof.
Created by US-based Radiologex, the R-DEE network
offers healthcare professionals the ability to connect
and collaborate globally from any web-enabled
device. A global network backed by real-time user
identity proofing, the R-DEE network serves as a
frictionless, efficient, and secure mobile healthcare
platform. Not only is it the first medical interface
network, but it is also an investment opportunity.
The R-DEE network is geographically unbound, and
at the same time, it caters to the full healthcare
industry, creating truly interdisciplinary and
synergistic connections across departments and
borders. The network is equipped with professional
doctors, administrators, vendors, radiologists,
clinicians, ER personnel, instructors, nurses, lawyers,
service providers, office managers, researchers,
technicians, academia as well as information officers
to deliver all-rounded services. Karnav Shah, CEO
Platinum Crypto Academy and Editor in Chief at
Cryptonaire Weekly explained,
“Radiologex is unveiling a one-of-its-kind, stateof-the-art HealthIT and SaaS (Baas) solution for
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the $5 trillion Global Healthcare industry which
continues to increase dramatically year over year.
The Radiologex Digital Encryption Environment
(R-DEE) is currently one of the most talked-about
medical blockchain networks in the crypto circles.”
The statement from the press release is not just
hype in the community. Backed by next-generation
blockchain technology, information remains 100%
private and confidential. With KYC user verification,
you can login instantly, even on shared devices,
thanks to simplified passwordless access. Listing the
benefits of the platform to the healthcare industry
is just a section of the benefits of Radiologex. The
other half of Radiologex’s benefits is its investor
capabilities.
Addressing the investor benefits, investors and
users alike can buy Radiologex security tokens.
Not only do they serve as a security offering,
but investors can also benefit from the quarterly
dividends of revenue generated on the platform.
Our Radiologex review highlights both healthcare
and investment benefits users need to look out for,
as well as provides an in-depth look into why you
should join the Radiologex family.

WHAT IS RADIOLOGEX STO?
Users looking to identify an investment opportunity
from Radiologex can purchase its security token
offering. The Radiologex STO is a security token
offering by Radiologex and is currently one of
the top STOs in the market, checking from the
popularity it is drawing and the ongoing Round
1 sales. Round 1 of the sales is still ongoing, with
generous bonuses available.
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to pay for a real estate property.
Radiologex is seeking to sell this security token at
a global reach, making it one of the top STOs for
investors. This is because the face value of the token
is not limited to a specific region or geographical
section. As such, investors do not have to worry about
economic instability in a specific geographical region,
thus eliminating the fear of losing their investments.
The list of secondary exchanges that can trade the
token is increasing in number over time, allowing
individuals in different parts of the world to gain
access. Despite the limitation of some countries not
being able to buy the STO currently, Radiologex users
in countries such as Liberia, South Sudan, Congo,
Iran, Iraq, and Myanmar can catch up as soon as a
secondary exchange that allows these regions to
participate are offered.
Round 1 of the STO is still live, with each security token
face value standing at $1. Although the total security
token value stands at 100 million, Round 1 will see
the sale of 20 million tokens only. During this round,
the platform is offering various bonus packages to
ensure that investors receive their money’s value.
With bonuses going as high as 100%, investors are
encouraged to grab this investment opportunity. The
probability that the face value for the Radiologex STO
will remain at $1 will probably not surface, is a good
reason for investors to make their purchases during
Round 1, prior to the token being listed publicly on
exchanges.
The different bonuses are dependent on the amount
of tokens the investor purchases. For example, Tier
1 offers a 100% RDG bonus with an investment of
50,000 or more (paid in USD, EUR, or crypto),
whereas Tier 2 offers a 75% RDG bonus with an
investment of between $25,000 and $49,999.99. This
said, the more you invest in this top STO, the more
benefits you receive. Another crucial benefit arises
from referral bonuses that give the first 100 referrals
up to a 100% matching bonus.

WHY IS AN STO MORE SECURE?

– More compliance
Investors are looking to invest in regulated
environments, thus the reason they are drawn
towards regulated securities. STOs are currently
more compliant and thus the reason that
Radiologex STO is sold by a company that is
SEC-compliant. With full regulatory compliance
both the investor and the company are better
protected. The supporting platform for the STO
token issuance is Securitize, an SEC Registered
Transfer Agent operating on the blockchain.
Audit trail and security right from the creation
of the security token is easy, making the process
transparent and easy to audit thanks to blockchain
technology.
– New investor abilities
Considering that the token is regulated, investors
can support the implementation of security tokens.
As more countries embrace the functionality of
STOs, the more tradeable they will be across the
globe. As such, Radiologex comes with a worldwide
target market, and for the countries that are not
yet compliant, users can be notified when their
regions can access a secondary exchange that
can allow them to buy the token. The regulatory
framework governing security tokens gives reason
to the crypto community to invest without the fear
of scams, as it was noted with ICOs.
– Transparency
Blockchain technology allows individuals to
verify and track data with ease. In addition, it
also prevents tampering due to its immutability.
Investors can document ownership of the token to
uphold transparency, thus making transactions fast
and reliable. As such, Radiologex has registered a
maximum supply of 100 million RDG tokens. This
infrastructure will ease auditing; thus, it will help
to prevent and reduce cases of mispricing or
manipulation by financial institutions.

As compared to traditional financial products or
ICOs, the digitization of these products leads to – Promote scalability and efficiency
improvements of the products for investors as well as
issuers in the market. Below are reasons why Security Blockchain tech and the inclusion of smart
contracts is reducing many of the inefficiencies
Tokens are advantageous.
in the financial market. Automated KYC and AML
process eliminates the need for a back office to
– Liquidity
vet each investor, which also means that costs
Blockchain technology allows investors to buy are reduced. The absence of paperwork and
security tokens and own them as a fraction. Fractional reduced complexity makes the processes fast
ownership allows for lower minimum investments, thus without compromising security. Investors will also
promoting liquidity. This is the reason security tokens experience real-time settlements on secondary
are being used easily to settle payments for other exchanges, which is a key feature that is allowing
assets. Gone are the days when individuals had to sell Radiologex to reach out to its global target market.
off an asset or security just to settle a less amount of
bill. For example, you can sell a portion of your token

WHAT ARE THE EARNING OPPORTUNITIES
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WITH RADIOLOGEX STO?
The Radiologex STO has various earning opportunities
for investors that make the investment ideal for the
crypto community. Other than trading the token
depending on the market price, investors can benefit
from the other income streams offered by Radiologex.
These include:
– Quarterly dividends payout
After investors have purchased their tokens, this
investment remains constant as they monitor the price
differences where necessary. However, Radiologex
pays out dividends on a quarterly basis from revenues
generated by the R-DEE platform to its investors. Even
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better, the payment is automated to deposit
in the individual’s wallet or dashboard. This
automation makes it easy for you to monitor the
company’s progress because the dividends are
not a constant figure.
– Bonus opportunities
As soon as you invest with RDG, you can obtain
an earning opportunity from the available
bonuses. The bonuses are different depending
on the amount you invest. To encourage
higher investment, the platform offers a higher
percentage bonus. There are four tiers of
bonuses, each with a different bonus percentage,
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with the first tier being higher than the subsequent
tiers. For example, Tier 1 offers a 100% bonus, Tier
2 offers 75%, Tier 3 offers 50%, and Tier 4 offers
25% bonus. The more you invest, the higher your
investor bonus.

forecasts due to its real-time access to information
and collaboration with other personnel, all with
complete healthcare regulatory compliance and
certification. The platform offers a one-stop shop for
healthcare needs, not just for professionals but also
for suppliers and researchers.

– Availability of a revenue royalty stream
Radiologex STO is backed by a revenue royalty
stream which means that each token represents
a claim against a portion of Radiologex platform
generated revenue and proceeds from potential
monetization of the business (e.g. sale or IPO).

– Global target market

The world is gradually becoming a replica of a small
village. As a result, individuals are seeking an arena
where they do not have to change service providers
despite their geographical movements. Gone are the
days when limitations arose from where an individual
– Trading
is located. Radiologex is making this objective possible
by connecting individuals across the globe through
As a security token, investors can trade their tokens
the R-DEE network, which is accessible through any
at any time after issuance. For example, investors
web-enabled device.
who bought the token during Round 1 bought each
token at a face value of $1. During Round 2, it is
– Diversified services
expected that the face value will be higher than the
initial $1. In this, investors can sell their tokens when Many other blockchain-backed platforms are specific
the prices are suitable.
to certain services, but Radiologex brought together
all healthcare-related services under one platform.

WHY RADIOLOGEX TICKS ALL BOXES
HOW TO INVEST IN RADIOLOGEX?
FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENTS
Radiologex ticks all boxes for institutional
investments making it ideal not just for individual
investments but also for large institutions. George
Tyler, the co-founder and blockchain architect of
Radiologex, during a press release said,

Investing in Radiologex is easy and fast for individuals
both in the crypto community and for users who
are not. While Radiologex started as a platform for
connecting the healthcare industry globally, it went
ahead to offer an investment opportunity through its
security token offering.

“There is simply nothing like R-DEE that exists today.
It is the industry’s first and only Web 3.0 solution
and dedicated healthcare network for managing all
the time-consuming yet critical aspects of operating
in this multi-faceted and task-heavy field, where
speed and security are paramount.”

The first step will be to create an account from which
you will be able to buy RDG tokens. To create an
account, you will need a username and an 8 character
password. When buying tokens, individuals can make
payments via USD, EUR, or cryptocurrency. The
financial flexibility promotes diversity to encompass
Below are the reasons why the platform qualifies both the crypto community and other users alike.
There is a minimum investment, although it varies for
for institutional investments.
US ($5,000) and non-US ($2,500) residents.
– Recognised legal entity
In addition, already active investors can increase their
Radiologex is a US-based legal entity participating investment through referral bonuses. Individuals can
in trading the financial markets, and it has a multiply their investment by earning up to a 100%
significant influence, more so in the healthcare and referral bonus.
financial fields.
– Lower cost of investment

CONCLUSION

Securing global healthcare, the Radiologex STO is
an opportunity to have your share of benefits not
just from better healthcare services but also from
outstanding investment opportunities. The above
Radiologex review highlights why the platform is
a game-changer in the market as well as all of the
possible benefits both users and investors can obtain
from the platform. A better understanding of why
STO investments are gaining popularity will help users
– Real-time access to information
to understand why going for this top STO is an ideal
move. Investors are called to embrace Radiologex
The R-DEE network comes with better analyst
and reap its benefits and advantages against other
STO investments currently in the market.
Due to its size, its economies of scale lower the
costs of investment due to the ease of sharing
skills of professionals. Radiologex brings together
experts from various fields to ensure efficient
healthcare service delivery. In this, there is no need
for intermediaries, thus further lowering the cost of
services and products.
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Crypto market cap
hits an all-time high
of $2.5 trillion

T

he crypto industry
market cap has
reached a new alltime high of $2.6 trillion.
The cryptocurrency
market has set a new
record with an all-time
high of $2.6 trillion
according to data from
CryptoSlate.
Crypto market touches
new ATH
This gives the crypto
industry a lead over
some of the largest
tech giants, such as
Apple. Bitcoin is currently hovering over a
$1 trillion market cap. As
highlighted by the data,
the crypto market was
able to reach this peak
thanks to the surge in
the price of the leading
digital asset.
Compared to the previous $2.55 trillion
record high witnessed
in May, this is a watershed moment for an
industry that boasts of
more than $100 billion
market cap in altcoins.
The industry has shown
a 233 percent surge in
aggregate market cap

from January’s $830 billion.
Analyses comparing the
crypto industry to giant
companies in the world
show that the total
cryptocurrency market
cap now stands larger
than even that of the
biggest companies in
the world.
For instance, data from
CompaniesMarketcap
shows that Microsoft, an
American multinational
tech company famous
for its software, has a
market cap that stands
at $2.28 trillion.
Bitcoin, a pacesetter for
altcoins
Taking a more cursory
look at the data, Bitcoin
leads the pack with
$1.18 trillion in market
cap. This represents a
45 percent share of the
total crypto market cap.
Interestingly, the number of altcoins that have
seen their market cap
exceed $1 billion have
also grown to over 100
tokens.

Read more...
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Number Of Bitcoin
Whales On The Rise
As BTC Chases New
All-Time High
Bitcoin whales are not
slowing down on their
accumulation tour
despite rising prices.
Bitcoin has now hit
$62K for the first time
in five months and the
market has rejoiced
over this milestone.
With more growth
expected in the coming
weeks, investors are
making sure that they
do not miss out on what
the digital asset has to
offer in terms of value.
BTC is now the de facto
internet store of value,
so investors are FOMOing into the asset. This
has translated to a
higher price for BTC.
However, the majority
holding is still skewed
in favor of the whales.
These addresses which
hold 100 to 1,000 BTC
on their balances are
increasing the share
of the total circulating
supply which they
command, and data
shows that there has
been an uptick in
the number of whale
addresses holding 100
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to 1,000 BTC.
5 BTC + 300 Free Spins
for new players & 15
BTC + 35.000 Free
Spins every month,
only at mBitcasino. Play
Now!
Addresses Holding 100
To 1,000 BTC Jumps
1.9%
A recent report from
Santiment showed
that the number of
addresses holding
between 100 and 1,000
BTC on their balances
had grown in the past
five weeks. A reported
254 new addresses had
increased their holdings
to join this category
of whales, who now
hold about 21.3% of the
total bitcoin circulating
supply.
The 254 new
addresses represent
a 1.9% increase in the
number of these whale
holders, signaling more
accumulation sentiment
among bitcoin investors
in the recent weeks.

Read more...
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Staking is the process to secure the network on Proof
of Stake (PoS) blockchains. Unlike conventional Proof
of Work (PoW) models, token owners can stake
their acquired native tokens and earn a percentage
yield as rewards. Simply put, staking facilitates
validating a transaction or adding another block to
the network. For blockchain start-ups leveraging the
PoS blockchain networks, it helps them incentivize
investors by allowing them staking opportunities.
Also, with specialist assistance, blockchain businesses
can go for tokenisation and integrate staking features.
With more and more investors tapping into DeFi and
Staking, blockchain projects that allow seamless and
flexible Staking opportunities have the edge over
others. Ferrum Network provides enterprise-level
Staking as a service to both blockchain start-ups
and investors.

WHY STAKING AND
NETWORK CAN HELP

HOW

FERRUM

What drives investor sentiments in favour of a
project is its ability to provide a practical utility
and motivation. While tokenisation is becoming
increasingly popular amongst start-ups as an
advanced method to raise funds for their ideas, the
problem is the tokens in many different business
models do not provide a direct utility to investors.
By integrating Staking, blockchain start-ups can
create practical utility and incentivize token holders.
Typically, when investors stake their acquired native
tokens. they earn a fixed percentage yield commonly
known as APY (Annual Percentage Yield). It allows
them to grow their crypto wealth as the token use
increases when the project gains popularity. By
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integrating Staking, blockchain start-ups that don’t
have a direct utility for their tokens can also attract
investors by allowing them to tap into the world of
DeFi and earn guaranteed rewards in perpetuity.
Ferrum Network provides end-to-end enterpriselevel staking solutions to Blockchain start-ups
and helps them seamlessly integrate Staking.
Staking requires specialist attention, and creating
a seamless setup is quintessential for automated
rewards distribution. Also, with Ferrum’s specialized
services, blockchain start-ups can offer more flexible
opportunities to their investors.
Let’s take a quick look at why Blockchain start-ups
must consider integrating the Staking feature:
Investor Motivation: Investors put in their funds to
grow their crypto wealth. Staking allows them to
earn fixed rewards, and they can start growing their
crypto wealth from day one and as long as they
continue to hold their acquired tokens. Introducing
Staking allows projects to gain more investors, and
Ferrum Network makes it easy for start-ups to
accomplish that.
Token Utility: Many DeFi projects that start
enthusiastically fail when their newly minted coins
are listed on a Decentralized Exchange (Dex). Most
investors simply dump the tokens as they provide
no real-world practical utility to investors. With
Staking, investors will earn fixed rewards as long
as they continue to hold the tokens. And in some
cases, the model could be designed in a way that
these rewards continue to grow in perpetuity as
the transactions on the network grow. Therefore,
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it demotivates investors from dumping the tokens
when listed.
Market Acquisition: Without a practical utility for
investors, the tokens will have limited growth.
Organic investors who would hold the tokens for a
longer period to support the project’s initiatives will
look for real utility. With staking, blockchain startups can attract organic token users, which in turn
helps them expand and acquire greater market size.
Liquidity Crisis: A liquidity crisis can kill a project.
Community members and stakeholders always
prefer tokens with enhanced liquidity. Also,
investors feel confident about a project if there is
sufficient liquidity to facilitate seamless trading.
With Staking, start-ups can ensure optimum liquidity
to gain the confidence of their community members,
stakeholders, and potential investors.

There is also a dearth of dedicated Staking services
solutions in the market, and the challenges are
pertinent. Amongst the few that one may come
across, the solutions available are not that great, and
above all, incompatible with all kinds of tokenomics
models. Also, the existing solutions fail to offer
customized staking solutions depending on a
project’s particular token economics model. Ferrum
Network has worked with a long list of projects,
providing custom staking solutions for all types of
blockchain start-ups. Ferrum Network also promises
end-to-end support throughout the implementation
and integration processes of it’s white-label staking
products.

FERRUM NETWORK’S STAKING SERVICES
TYPES AND BENEFITS
No doubt, integrating staking as a feature in your

UNDERSTANDING BARRIERS TO STAKING on-chain model has many different advantages,
Blockchain technology is evolving and integrating
Staking can be challenging. It requires professional
and experienced experts to design and integrate
Staking to make sure everything is automated and
works efficiently. Mostly Staking has been limited to
bigger projects with deep pockets. Ferrum Network
offers cost-effective professional solutions and
support to help even mid-cap start-ups integrate
offer Staking to their existing and potential investors.
Bigger projects have their main net, and that’s
where they provide investors/token holders with
the opportunity to stake their acquired native
tokens. For smaller projects, the options are limited.
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and it can take your start-up project to another
level. Not to mention that it will also accentuate and
make your fundraising efforts more effective as it
will create a very practical utility for existing and
potential investors. Ferrum Network undertakes the
entire responsibility of integrating Staking features
to your tokenomics model and ensures guaranteed
successful integration. It also offers customization
depending on the specifics of your project. Let’s
take a look at Ferrum Network’s Staking as a
Service offering:
– Traditional Staking
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Ferrum helps with the seamless integration of
traditional staking. Traditional staking allows
token holders to lock their tokens for a specific
period to generate fixed rewards. Any investor
can purchase several native tokens and stake
them on the blockchain network. This helps to
validate transactions on the blockchain, and in
return, they get to earn guaranteed rewards. These
rewards are automatically distributed at the end
of the staking period, and investors can choose to
withdraw or reinvest the reward tokens and stake
them on the network. Effectively, traditional staking
creates instant utility for your new tokens and
provides investors with a unique opportunity to earn
guaranteed rewards. While blockchain projects get
the necessary liquidity, investors earn rewards, thus,
creating a win-win for both.

Pre-Sale/IDO Participants: To reward early
investors, projects can allow whitelisting of Pre-sale/
IDO participants and provide them with an exclusive
opportunity to earn additional rewards by investing
in staking pools.
Holding/rewarding in a particular NFT: With
whitelisting, projects can also mint a specific NFT
token and reward users. NFTs are getting extremely
popular, and they provide an immutable certificate
of authentications.
Usage of their dApp: The whitelist will also help
create a list of users who can use a project’s dApp.
It can be used to provide early access. And based on
the dApp usage, projects can allow investors to be a
part of a liquidity staking pool. If done strategically,
it can help with client acquisition for dApps.

– Liquidity Staking
Ferrum Network can also help your project integrate
a liquidity staking model to provide greater impetus
and motivation to token owners. By integrating
Liquidity Staking features, blockchain startups can allow token holders the opportunity to
provide liquidity to dedicated Liquidity pools. By
becoming a liquidity provider (LP), token holders
can earn rewards by providing liquidity to various
liquidity pools. Typically, liquidity providers can
earn additional lucrative rewards. Moreover, by
integrating liquidity staking features, users can earn
rewards in a secondary token which is different
from the staked tokens. Ferrum Network helps in
the successful integration and implementation of
this feature.
– VIP Staking
When it comes to providing select investors with
the opportunity to become a liquidity provider
and participate in a staking pool, the VIP staking
feature allows projects to select investors based
on a number of factors. It also helps projects to
allow early investment opportunities and benefits to
select investors. Typically, with VIP Staking feature
projects can create a whitelist wherein they can add
investors based on many different factors such as:
Token holdings: Projects can encourage users to
hold more tokens by allowing those holding more
tokens exclusive access to staking opportunities.
Users with a certain number of tokens can get
whitelisted and become a liquidity provider in
dedicated staking pools.
Randomly selected lottery rewards: Projects can
introduce exciting lottery rewards for select token
owners by allowing the few chosen ones to get
access to liquidity staking pools.
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Engagement with their social networks/community:
Based on community engagement, investors can
get whitelisted and benefit from the opportunity to
stake tokens.
VIP Staking helps in making the process more
interesting and customized to reward a particular
group of investors by allowing them early access to
exclusive access to staking pools. For example, the
whitelist can include members who demonstrate
a certain level of interaction in community groups
promoting the project. It will motivate community
members to be active and participate in community
groups.
– Multi-Token
Depending on the tokenomics and the project
design, integrating the staking feature may require
multi-token support. Ferrum Network enables and
helps blockchain projects with their model and helps
them integrate multi-tokens which makes staking
seamless. Often for staking pools, projects reward
users in a different token apart from the governance
token.
– Liquidity
Liquidity is one of the most important aspects that
many projects often overlook while integrating the
staking feature. Ferrum Network helps blockchain
start-ups tokenize and create a model that ensures
optimum liquidity throughout. While introducing
implemented. Ferrum Network has successfully
helped several blockchain projects with their liquidity
issues. staking and creating staking pools projects
can ensure enhanced liquidity; the key is that the
entire model should be efficiently designed and

FERRUM NETWORK STAKING
SERVICE ADVANTAGES
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Ferrum Network’s Staking services come with
multiple advantages and benefits. One of the most
important aspects of successfully integrating and
implementing staking features to your tokenomics
model is to make sure it is done by experts who
have a proven track record. Any discrepancy can
simply shatter your investor confidence and bring
additional liabilities. Here are a few projects that
should consider Ferrum Network if they are looking
to integrate staking services:
End-to-end Support: Ferrum’s experts provide endto-end support, which means they help with both
conceptualisation and implementation. It includes
helping with tokenomics design and technical
support to integrate and implement staking features.
Moreover, they also help in community building and
documentation related to staking.
Fund-raising solutions: While integrating Staking
allows a project to create immediate utility for the
tokens to attract investors; the Ferrum network also
supports practical fund-raising. It helps projects
connect to investor communities and pitch them
the custom staking opportunities and token utilities.
Ferrum Network also provides users with tailored
fund-raising solutions to help them bring their ideas
to life.
Enhanced Reach: Getting the word out in the
community and creating the initial buzz can be
challenging. Ferrum network not only helps create
instant utility for your tokens but also pushes them
on relevant platforms to attract potential investors
and users.
– Flexible Options: Ferrum Network can help with
flexible options. and the services are highly costeffective. As a blockchain start-up, you can offer
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traditional staking and create liquidity pools to
reward investors for providing liquidity.
– Proven Track Record: Ferrum Network has
been helping businesses with their Staking feature
integration and has helped many different projects
successfully raise liquidity by allowing investors to
stake their acquired tokens. There is a long list of
projects that have created a practical utility for their
potential investors by integrating staking features
using Ferrum Network white-labeled staking
integration services.

CONCLUSION
Staking has become increasingly popular amongst
crypto investors. Many different projects are now
actively pitching staking opportunities to potential
investors to raise liquidity. However, for mid-cap
and blockchain start-ups that don’t have a lavish
budget, integrating custom staking features into
their tokenomics model can be challenging and out
of budget. Ferrum Network offers top of the line
staking integration services to blockchain startups and allows them to create instant utility for
their acquired tokens. It helps them with creating
relevant smart contracts and sees through the
entire deployment and implementation processes.
Ferrum Network also has a proven track record of
helping a long list of blockchain start-ups integrate
Staking feature rewards for investors. The company
is dedicated to helping blockchain start-ups excel
and get their ideas on the ground. Integrating
staking and creating utility for your newly created
tokens can be a breeze. If you’re a blockchain startup and struggling with integrating staking features
or creating a practical utility for your token, Ferrum
Network can help.
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Putin Says He Accepts Crypto’s Role
in Making Payments

C

rypto ‘has the
right to exist,’
Putin says in
CNBC interview
U.S. considering new
regulations after
Chinese crackdown

Polkadot (DOT)
founder announces
$774 million development fund for
DeFi

W

ood invited
DOT holders
to put forward
their suggestions for
furthering the network’s
growth, offering
Polkadot’s treasury
funds as an incentive.
Following DOT’s rally
last week, driven by
the announcement
of Polkadot’s highlyanticipated parachain
auctions, Gavin Wood
teased $774 million
ready to be spent on
innovative ideas.
Polkadot, created by
Wood, currently has
18,936,300 DOT in its
treasury, which can,
according to the founder, instead of being
slowly burned by the
protocol, fund anything
that the network’s governance believes valuable.

educating, and beyond
“The Polkadot treasury
currently has 18,936,300
DOT (DOT, not USD –
do the math) in it ready
to spend on *your*
ideas for building,
improving, educating
and indeed, anything
else that the Polkadot
governance believes
valuable,” Wood wrote
on Twitter, inviting DOT
holders to put forward
their suggestions for
furthering the network’s
growth.
The network’s proposed on-chain governance system takes
into consideration token
holders, validators, a
Council, and a Technical
Committee.

Read more...

Follow @crypto Twitter
for the latest news.
Russian President
Vladimir Putin signaled
tolerance of cryptocurrencies, which are drawing increasing scrutiny
from regulators around
the world amid fears
they can be used for
money laundering and
criminal activitY
Cryptocurrency “has

Russia has sought alternatives to trading in dollars since being slapped
with sanctions in 2014
following the annexation
of Crimea, and Putin
accuses the U.S. of
using its currency as a
weapon. Crypto backers

argue decentralized money will eventually replace
fiat currencies issued by central banks.
The Bank of Russia has repeatedly warned investors that the crypto market is extremely volatile,
and digital currencies are not allowed to be used as
a method of payment domestically. However, there
are no plans for a blanket ban similar to China’s,
Deputy Finance Minister Alexei Moiseev said this
week, according to Interfax.

Building, improving,
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the right to exist and
can be used as a means
of payment,” Putin said
in an interview with
CNBC that was posted
on the Kremlin’s website
Thursday. Still, he cautioned it was too soon
to talk about using digital currencies for trading oil and other commodities that form the
bulk of Russia’s exports.

Read more...
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